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a b s t r a c t

Two different post reactor processes were compared, 60Co vacuum gamma irradiation and chemical

modification with 2,5-dimethyl-2,5-di(tert-butylperoxy)-hexane (DBPH), on two metallocenic copoly-

mers. These copolymers have a similar molecular weight and crystallinity, but different side chain

lengths and concentration of end vinyl groups. The influence of the crosslinking agents on the structure

of the samples was studied using gel extraction, size exclusion chromatography (SEC), FTIR spectroscopy

and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). The analysis of the data indicates that crosslinking

reactions predominated over scission reactions in all cases. At the same conversion, peroxide modified

samples show higher crosslinking levels than irradiated samples. The modified polymers show a

complex rheological behavior and an increment in their rheological properties due to crosslinking. FTIR

data demonstrated a depletion of vinyl terminal groups with the increment of the absorbed dose and

the peroxide concentrations applied. This depletion was more significant in the peroxide crosslinked

samples. A mathematical model that accounts for scission and crosslinking reactions fitted well the

experimental data.

& 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The modification of polyethylene by means of post reactor
processes is used to obtain new materials with specific final
properties. The most common post reactor processes are the
treatment with ionizing radiations (Andreucetti et al., 1999;
Charlesby, 1960; Dole, 1972; Li et al., 2002; Machi, 1995; Perraud
et al., 2003; Satti 2009; Vall�es et al., 1990) and the chemical
modification with agents like the organic peroxides (Gloor et al.,
1994; Kwei et al., 1991; P�erez et al., 2002). Both treatments induce
the generation of free radicals, which in turn produce chemical
reactions that result in the crosslinking and scission of the
polymer chains. Crosslinking prevails in polyethylene, increasing
the viscoelastic properties and improving the resistance to high
temperatures and solvents in the modified polymer.

The objective of this work is to compare and analyze the two
processes of modification on two different copolymers of the
polyethylene family obtained by copolymerization of ethylene with
1-hexene and 1-octadecene. Metallocene synthesis made possible
the homogeneous distribution of the comonomer along the main
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chain in both copolymers. In this way, an analysis of the modifying
reactions on the structure of these copolymers allows the evaluation
of the influence of the modification procedure on the concentration
of isolated tertiary carbons along the polymer chains and on the
different length of the short branches inserted during the copoly-
merization reaction. In order to achieve the main objective of the
present paper, a broad range of doses of radiation and peroxide
concentrations was studied. To the best of our knowledge, it is the
first time that these many variables are used for the study of both
modification processes on ethylene copolymers with similar
percentage incorporation of 1-hexene and 1-octadecene.

The changes on the polymers structure were followed by gel
extraction, size exclusion chromatography (SEC) combined with
multi-angle laser light scattering (MALLS), Fourier transform
infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy, differential scanning calorimetry
(DSC) and rheology. Also, a mathematical model that accounts for
scission and crosslinking reactions was implemented and used to
fit the experimental data.
2. Experimental

2.1. Polymerization

The polymers shown in Table 1 were synthesized using a 1 l
Parr reactor with stirring (500 rpm) at 60 1 with an ethylene
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pressure of 2 bar. The catalyst/co-catalyst used for this synthesis
was Et[Ind]2ZrCl2/MAO, and the solvent was toluene. (Escudero et
al., 2008). The amount of comonomer incorporated in the
copolymers was measured by 13C NMR at 80 1C using a VARIAN
XL-300 spectrometer operating at 75 MHz (Villar et al., 2001).
Table 1 shows the obtained results. The nomenclature used to
identify the copolymers is of the type PEX# where X and # are the
letter and number that identify, respectively, the comonomer
used (H ¼ 1-hexene, OD ¼ 1-octadecene), and the amount of
comonomer incorporated.
2.2. Irradiation procedure

The copolymers were compression molded to 1-mm-thick flat
sheets using a hydraulic press at 180 1C for 2 min and a maximum
pressure of 10 MPa. Then, the sheets were allowed to cool at room
temperature outside the press and placed inside Pyrex tubes,
attached to a vacuum glass line, and left under high vacuum for
24 h. The samples were then sealed in those same tubes.
Irradiation of the samples was performed at room temperature
with a 60Co g-source. The absorbed doses ranged from 7 to
103 kGy. They were measured with a Red Perspex dosimeter.
Following irradiation, the polymer samples were annealed for 2 h
at 140 1C to assure undetectable levels of long-living radicals
(Rijke and Mandelkern, 1971).
2.3. Modification with organic peroxides

2,5-dimethyl-2,5-di(tert-butylperoxy)-hexane (DBPH) was
used as the peroxide initiator of the modification process.
Fractions of fine powders of the synthesized copolymers were
impregnated with different amounts of peroxide–hexane 0.5% w/v
solution to give the desired final peroxide concentrations once the
solvent was removed. The quantities of peroxide added to each
copolymer ranged from 800 to 15,700 ppm. The impregnated
polyethylenes were placed between 3-mm-thick steel plates held
apart by a 0.5-mm-thick brass frame. The samples were then
compression molded between the hot plates of a hydraulic press
for 15 min at 170 1C and 10 bar. Then the pressure was relieved and
the samples were kept at 170 1C between the plates for 15 min.
The reaction time and temperature were chosen on the basis of
previously done rheological experiments (Bremner and Rudin,
1993; P�erez et al., 2002).

No significant oxidative degradation was observed in either of
the two processes of modification.
Table 1
Properties of the ethylene/1-hexene and ethylene/1-octadecene copolymers synthesize

c irradiation DBPH

Name % molar comonomer
incorporation a

Mw

(kDa)b

Mn

(kDa)
c

PD c Dgel

(kGy)
Exp.

Dgel (kGy)
Model

Dgel

(ppm
Exp.

PEH9 9.2 86.4 29.7 2.1 36 38 2610

PEOD7 7.1 89.5 48.6 1.76 36 33 2730

Obtained by.

a 13C-NMR.
b SEC–MALLS.
c SEC–RI.
d FTIR.
2.4. Characterization

Sol–gel analysis: After annealing the irradiated polymers, the
Pyrex glass tubes were cut open. Sol–gel analysis was performed
to measure the insoluble gel fraction. For this purpose, samples
were weighed, packed in paper filters, placed inside round bottom
flasks, immersed in an oil bath at 130 1C and extracted five times
with fresh xylene for 24 h. About 0.5 wt% Irganox 1010 was added
and nitrogen was bubbled continuously during extraction to avoid
oxidation of the samples. After the extraction cycle was com-
pleted, the samples were precipitated, washed with cold metha-
nol and vacuum dried to a constant weight.

Size exclusion chromatography: The molecular weight of the
materials was determined by SEC in a Waters 150C ALC/GPC with
three PLgel Mixed-A 300�7.5 mm 20mm columns (Polymer
Laboratories) and two detectors: refractive index (RI) (Waters)
and a multi-angle laser light scattering (MALLS) (Dawn DSP, Wyatt
Technology Corporation). The solvent used was 1,2,4-trichloro-
benzene, at 135 1C and 1.0 ml/min. The columns were calibrated
with narrow molar mass distribution standards of polystyrene
(Pressure Chemical) and polyethylene (NIST).

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy: The concentration of
the different unsaturations present in the original and irradiated
polymers was determined using a Nicolet 520 FTIR Spectrometer.
For this purpose, films were prepared by melt pressing the
materials at 150 1C using a hydraulic press. The spectra were
recorded at a 4 cm�1 resolution over the range of 4000–400 cm�1

with air as background. Quantitative data on the vinyl groups and
trans-double bonds in the samples before and after radiation
treatment were calculated from the FTIR spectrum (Chum, 1992;
Dole, 1979).

Differential scanning calorimetry: The thermal transitions were
determined using a Perkin-Elmer Pyris 1 calorimeter under argon
atmosphere and calibrated with indium and n-heptane standards.
In order to ensure the same thermal history for all samples, the
original and irradiated copolymers were first heated from 25 to
150 1C (10 1C/min), maintained at 150 1C for 2 min, and then cooled
down from 150 to �40 1C at 10 1C/min. After this treatment, the
samples were heated again at the same heating rate and the
corresponding endotherm was recorded between �40 and 150 1C.
The melting peaks and the corresponding areas were determined
to give both the melting temperature (Tm) and enthalpy of fusion
(DHf). To estimate the degree of crystallinity of the polymers, we
used a DHf value of 288 J/g for the melting enthalpy for 100%
crystalline PE (Mirabella and Bafna, 2002).

Rheology: The rheological characterization of the molten
polymers was carried out in nitrogen atmosphere using a
Rheometrics RDA-II rheometer with 25 mm parallel plate geome-
try. The viscoelastic properties of the polymers (elastic modulus G0

and viscous modulus G00) were measured in small-amplitude
d for this work.

)
Dgel (ppm)
Model

Terminal vinyl content
(�104 C ¼ C/1000 C)d

Trans unsaturation content
(�104 C ¼ C/1000 C)d

2250 224 96.0

2370 520 47.3
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oscillatory shear flow as a function of frequency and temperature.
Frequencies used ranged between 0.04 and 400 s–1 and tempera-
tures between 80 and 180 1C according to the melting point of the
polymers. To ensure the linear relation between stress and
deformation, small strains were used in all the dynamic tests,
which were selected from previously performed strain sweeps.
Fig. 1. Decrease of terminal vinyl double bonds with the increase of D/Dgel, for: ’,

irradiated PEH9. K, irradiated PEOD7. m, DBPH modified PEH9. ., DBPH modified

PEOD7.
2.5. Mathematical model

A mathematical model was used to analyze the experimental
data of the modified material. It is a mean-field model based on
probability theory. It considers both crosslinking and scission
(Andreucetti et al., 1998; Sarmoria and Vall�es, 2004). It is assumed
that all bonds are equally likely to react, that there are no
substitution effects and no intramolecular reactions. The input
parameters for this model are the molecular weight and
molecular weight distribution (MWD) of the virgin polymer, the
relative proportion of crosslinking and scission reactions, and a
measure of the gel point. Depending on the particular treatment
studied, that measure is the irradiation dose or the peroxide
concentration at the gel point. The model calculates pregel
molecular weights, postgel molecular weights of the soluble
fraction, plus the sol and gel fractions.
Fig. 2. Increase of trans-vinylene double bonds with D/Dgel for: ’, irradiated

PEH9. K, irradiated PEOD7. m, DBPH-modified PEH9. ., DBPH modified PEOD7.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. FTIR characterization

FTIR spectroscopy was used in order to follow the evolution of
double bonds for both copolymers, as the modifying procedures
were applied. The usual unsaturations present in these metallo-
cenic copolymers are the terminal vinyl groups (908 cm�1:
P–CHQCH2), the trans-vinylenes (966 cm�1: ) and the
vinylidene groups (894 cm�1: 4CQCH2) (Quijada et al., 1995).

The decay of the vinyl unsaturations with the different doses of
radiation or peroxide was compared for both copolymers. In order
to facilitate the comparison between the two modification
procedures the critical point to reach the gel in both copolymers,
Dgel, either by irradiation or chemical modification, was used as
the normalization parameter. The extent of reaction produced on
the polymers was calculated as D/Dgel, where D corresponds to
either absorbed dose or peroxide concentration. Fig. 1 shows that
the decrease of the terminal vinyl-group content with increasing
D/Dgel is more pronounced in PEOD7 than in PEH9, regardless of
the treatment used. This may be at least partially attributed to the
greater initial content of vinyl groups in PEOD7, compared with
that of PEH9 (Table 1) (Smedberg et al., 1997).

Comparing both types of modification, it is evident that the
crosslinking process with DBPH consumes the vinyl terminal
groups more rapidly. The chemical modification in the molten
state is characterized by the higher mobility of the macroradicals
and the vinyl terminal groups. This together with the very
important difference in temperature between the chemical and
the irradiation procedure accounts for the dissimilar rates of
consumption of the vinyl groups in both processes.

Trans-double bonds only changed significantly for the irra-
diated samples, as may be seen in Fig. 2. For both copolymers a
linear increase of the concentration of trans unsaturations was
observed with the dose. This is attributed to the dehydrogenation
of two nearby main chain carbons with the successive liberation
of gaseous hydrogen molecules from the polymers (Dole, 1979;
Lyons and Johnson, 1993; Mandelkern, 1972; Perraud et al., 2003).
FTIR analysis also showed that the concentration of vinylidene
double bonds (894 cm�1), originally produced during the
metallocenic polymerization of the copolymers, was not
significantly affected by any of the modifying treatments.

3.2. Sol–gel analysis

The polyethylene chains reticulate as a result of the cross-
linking reactions. When conversion reaches Dgel, an insoluble and
infusible network appears. Its value depends on the molecular
characteristics of the chains, and on the efficiency of the
modification processes. This critical parameter was calculated
plotting the measured gel fractions versus the absorbed radiation
or peroxide dose and extrapolating the gel fraction to zero gel. The
values obtained for each copolymer are reported in Table 1. Please
note that similar experimental Dgel values were obtained for both
copolymers either by irradiation or peroxide modification. This
suggests that the length of the short chain branches incorporated
to the polyethylene chains by the copolymerization with hexene
and octadecene has no major influence on the efficiency of each
modification process.
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The evolution of the gel fraction with conversion is also
expressed here in normalized form as wgel vs. D/Dgel. The results,
shown in Fig. 3a, exhibit a continuous increase in gel fraction with
the intensity of the modification procedures. The evolution of the
gel fractions for both treatments tend to coincide in the vicinity of
the gel point and far past the gel point, but are different at
intermediate normalized conversions. In this transitional region
the peroxide treatment produces more gel than the irradiation
treatment. This may be attributed to the fact that peroxide
treatment is done in the melt, since radicals on the molten
samples have higher diffusion possibilities than in the solid state.

3.3. Gel point and gel fraction

We used the model described in Section 2.5 to fit the increase
of gel fraction as the modification progresses. Instead of using the
experimentally measured gel points, we estimated them through
an optimization that employed Marquardt’s method to minimize
the objective function (Marquardt, 1963),

F ¼
XNexp

i¼1

ðwexp
gel;i �wmod

gel;iÞ
2

ð1Þ

where the superscripts ‘‘exp’’ and ‘‘mod’’ refer to experimental or
modeled values, respectively. The critical gel doses obtained in
this way are also reported in Table 1 and compared with those
found by extrapolation to zero of the experimental gel fraction.
The agreement is good, with differences below 15% in all cases.

After finding the optimal gel points it was possible to simulate
the evolution of the sol fraction with dose or peroxide concentra-
tion. We show in Fig. 3a the resulting fitting curves. The different
lines ensuing from the model predictions shown in the figure
correspond to the different polydispersities of the original
samples. A good theoretical fit for all samples may be observed.
Since the model ignores the presence of side chains altogether,
this result is consistent with the observation that the length of the
side chains appeared to have no significant effect on the
experimentally found gel points.

3.4. SEC–RI–MALLS characterization

The evolution of the molecular weight changes due to scission
and crosslinking reactions brought up by the induced macro-
radicals was determined by SEC with a double detection (RI and
MALLS) system. By coupling SEC with MALLS, the absolute molar
Fig. 3. (a) Gel fraction vs. D/Dgel and (b) normalized weight average molecular weight, M

PEH9. J, DBPH modified PEOD7. Dashed lines represent the theoretical predictions for
mass of every fraction can be determined directly. Fig. 3b shows
the experimental measurements of the pregel and postgel Mw

values, obtained by MALLS for the samples of the gamma and
DBPH modified copolymers. With the gel point values found from
fitting the gel fractions in Fig. 3a, simulations were performed to
predict the weight average molecular weights. The results from
the model are also shown with continuous lines in Fig. 3b. Here
the measured values for Mw of the different modification
procedures have also been normalized by dividing each weight
average molecular weight determined by MALLS by Mw0, the
weight average molecular weights of the original copolymers. The
theoretical curves for the samples with different polydispersities
overlap closely in the pregel region and may not be distinguished.
We may observe that the prediction is very good for all samples in
both irradiation and peroxide treatments.

The normalized chromatograms obtained with the RI detector
of the original and modified PEH9 copolymers in the pregel region
are presented as an example in Fig. 4. In this case we have chosen
to show the chromatograms obtained with the RI detector
because they are more sensitive to detect the lower molecular
weight species. This allows monitoring more closely the evolution
of scission reactions in the low molecular weight tail of the
chromatogram. In the case of the irradiated polymers, a significant
rise of the concentration of high molecular weight species with
increasing dose is observed on the high molecular weight side of
the normalized peaks (Fig. 4a). This is a consequence of the
crosslinking reactions induced by macroradical recombination. On
the contrary, the changes in concentration visualized on the low
molecular weight species on the left side of the graph are almost
negligible.

Fig. 4b shows the equivalent results for the peroxide modified
polymers. An important feature in this case is that a displacement
of the entire chromatogram towards higher Mw values results as
the concentration of peroxide increases. This displacement is not
observed on the irradiated samples. The diversity in behavior
between the two modification procedures may be attributed to
the differences in reactivity between the two treatments. The
chemical modification is distinguished by the higher mobility of
the macroadicals and vinyl terminal groups in the molten state. In
principle, the formed peroxide radicals have equal probability of
attacking each of the hydrogen atoms that belong to the
copolymer chains to form very reactive macroradicals. This gives
the heavier molecules of the molecular weight distribution a
higher probability of reaction. If vinyl terminal groups are
available for reaction with the formed macroradicals on the ends
w/Mw0, vs. D/Dgel, for E irradiated PEH9. K, irradiated PEOD7. B, DBPH modified

PEH9, while solid curves represent the theoretical predictions for PEOD7.
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of the polymer molecules of the whole distribution, every
molecule possessing a vinyl end would have the same probability
of reaction irrespective of its length. The addition of the vinyl
terminated chains to the available macroradicals should give as a
result the formation of branched structures of higher molecular
weight at the expense of the species emanating from the whole
distribution producing a result consistent with the shift observed
on the SEC chromatograms (Aigbodion et al., 2009; Satti, 2009).
This observation is also consistent with the more rapid consump-
tion of the vinyl terminal groups reported in the FTIR section for
the peroxide modified copolymers.
3.5. Rheology

The viscoelastic properties of the original copolymers and the
changes induced by increasing doses of absorbed radiation and
organic peroxide in PEH9 were studied making use of sinusoidal
dynamic oscillation experiments at different temperatures.

The evolution of the elastic (G0) and loss (G00) modulus with
frequency at different irradiation and peroxide doses for the PEH9
copolymer at 140 1C are shown in Fig. 5. An increment in both G0

and G00 in the terminal zone was observed for the pregel modified
samples near D/DgelE1/3 (13 kGy or 800 ppm), but only mild
changes appear in the transition to the rubbery plateau. This is a
clear indication that the formation of long-chain branches is the
Fig. 4. SEC–RI chromatograms of virgin PEH9 and a) irradiated samples and b) DBPH mo

Fig. 5. Linear viscoelastic behavior at 140 1C for the (a) G0 and (b) G00 moduli, for modifie

modified at D/Dgel ¼ 1/3. ., irradiated at D/Dgel ¼ 1.2. E, DBPH modified at at D/Dgel ¼
main structural change induced by these modification processes.
Long-chain branching affects long-time relaxations, but does not
modify notably the local behavior of short segments of the
polymer chains that are the ones that dominate the viscoelastic
performance at high frequencies. Also slightly longer relaxation
times are observed for the peroxide modified samples at
equivalent doses as revealed by the higher G0 values measured
on the terminal region. The rheological behavior of the peroxide
modified samples confirms the higher level of crosslinking
attained with this procedure as was observed by the SEC
technique.

A shift of the cross-over modulus, Gco (defined as the point
where G0 ¼ G00), toward lower frequencies is also observed. At a D/
Dgel near 1/3, the cross-over modulus occurs at lower frequencies
than in the case of the original copolymers. The shift of Gco for the
peroxide modification is greater than for irradiation. This is
another indication of the greater rheological complexity due to
the more extensive chain branching and reticulation obtained in
the modification with organic peroxides.

Closely after the gel point, D/DgelE1.2 at 42 kGy or 3200 ppm
depending on the modification procedure, the slopes of G0 and G00

remained similar for the entire frequency range analyzed, with G0

higher than G00. This kind of behavior is typical of the incipient
gelation and entirely similar to some of our previous results on
irradiated model polyethylene–butene copolymers obtained by
hydrogenation of anionically polymerized butadiene (Vall�es et al.,
dified samples, at different D/Dgel: ’, virgin PEH9. K, D/Dgel ¼ 1/3. m, D/Dgel ¼ 0.6.

d samples of PEH9: ’, unmodified sample. K, irradiated at D/Dgel ¼ 1/3. m, DBPH

1.2.
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1990) and other PEH irradiated copolymers (Satti, 2009; Satti et
al., 2009). The larger separation between G0 and G00 curves and
their lower slopes for the sample modified with peroxides, also
indicates a higher crosslinking level.

Further details for the rheological behavior of this copolymer
can be found elsewhere (Satti, 2009; Satti et al., 2009).

3.6. DSC Characterization

The DSC technique was also used in order to analyze the
morphology changes with the modifying processes. The original
crystallinities of the samples (28% for PEH9 and 31% for PEOD7)
were not significantly affected with either of the two modification
procedures. Only a small shift to lower values of the melting point
(Tm) was observed for all the modified samples, as reported in
Table 2. This depletion is a consequence of the increasing number
of crosslinks induced by the modification methods, which are
excluded from crystallites, inhibiting to some extent the crystal
growth process and inducing the formation of more crystalline
defects.
4. Conclusions

In this work we explored the effect of two different modifica-
tion processes, gamma irradiation and chemical modification with
DBPH in the melt, on two different ethylene copolymers
synthesized with an Et[Ind]2ZrCl2/MAO metallocene catalyst.
The polymers were synthesized to be similar in all respects but
the length of the side chains.

The effects of the crosslinking and scission reactions induced
by these procedures on the molecular structure of the different
copolymers were evaluated by SEC and extraction techniques. It
was observed that these treatments lead to the crosslinking of the
original copolymers, with a negligible level of scission reactions.
These results indicate that, within the range of comonomer
incorporation of short side chains covered by this work, scission
does not seem to be affected significantly by the increment in
main chain tertiary carbons introduced by the copolymerization
with hexene and octadecene. The different length of short chain
Table 2
Melt points for the original and modified samples, corresponding to (a) the gamma

irradiation in vacuum and (b) the modification with DBPH.

Name Dose (kGy) Tm (1C)

(a)

PEH9 0 82.11
PEH9 20 23 76.16

PEH9 40 41 76.15

PEH9 70 69 74.62

PEH9 100 103 73.97

PEOD7 0 84.26
PEOD7 20 20 80.544

PEOD7 50 51 78.35

PEOD7 120 113 78.36

(b)

Name Concentration (ppm) Tm (1C)

PEH9 0 82.11
PEH9p 16 1583 76.34

PEH9p 32 3167 76.34

PEH9p 79 7917 74.15

PEOD7 0 84.26
PEOD7p 16 1583 80.53

PEOD7p 32 3167 80.53

PEOD7p 79 7917 78.34
branches has no influence, either. Moreover, the evolution of the
amount of gel was fitted well with a theoretical model that does
not take into account the presence of the short chain branches in
the original copolymers.

A decrease in the concentration of the terminal vinyl groups
with increasing absorbed dose or peroxide concentration was
observed in the FTIR spectra for the two copolymers. This decay
was more pronounced for the PEOD copolymer, under the two
modification techniques studied in this work. FTIR characteriza-
tion also showed a similar increase of the trans unsaturated
groups for both irradiated copolymers, although no significant
changes were observed on the concentration of these groups for
the modification of the copolymers with organic peroxides.

After analyzing data obtained from SEC, gel extraction and
rheology, it was concluded that the chemical attack with
peroxides constitutes a more efficient way of producing cross-
linking than irradiation, at least in the range of dose studied.
Furthermore, the decrease of terminal vinyl groups observed by
FTIR was more significant in the treatment with DBPH. As these
groups are mainly consumed in crosslinking reactions, this would
provide a plausible explanation for the main differences observed
in the two modification procedures. As the peroxide modification
is performed in the melt, where there are fewer restraints to the
mobility of the macroradicals and vinyl terminal groups, higher
crosslink content is expected when the polymers are compared at
equivalent modification levels with respect to the gel doses. In
view of these results it seems interesting to compare the peroxide
modification process with that of irradiation in the melt at an
equivalent temperature. Unfortunately we do not have access to
an irradiation facility that can operate at high temperatures.
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